The aim of this study is to clarify how contemporary Japanese architects describe the appearance of their housing works in the composition of the text. Initially, terms about the design of houses are categorized into three groups; condition of the project, spatial operation by the architect, and the efficiency as a result of the operation. Secondly, relation of each category is analyzed. Finally, "description form of architectural appearance" and characteristic types of description are extracted.; "responding to condition", "placing a high premium on spatial operation", "clarifying rationality of the relation between condition, operation and efficiency", "clarifying efficiency to condition".
The aim of this study is to clarify how contemporary Japanese architects describe the appearance of their housing works in the composition of the text. In the explanation sentence on designing an independent house, contemporary Japanese architects often trace the process of considering condition such as environment of the site, architect's images, etc, designing the spatial operation, and checking the effect of the operation after the housing work is completed. Also the architects explain their design process in the architectural magazines. Recently, the architect's linguistic expression for design about housing appearance show various developments, therefore, it is important for understanding the extension of the description form to analyze the design of externals of the house by the architect from process of the design.
In this study, the description by the above-mentioned process "condition" "spatial operation" and "efficiency" concerning the design of externals is defined as description form of architectural appearance, and the types of the texts are clarified. The analysis materials of this study is 14 texts about "description of architectural appearance" in 'Shinkenchiku' and 'Shinkenchikujutakutokushu' magazines that are typical architectural journalisms of Japan. Initially, terms about the design of houses are categorized into three groups; condition of the project, spatial operation by the architect, and the efficiency as a result of the operation. Secondly, relation of each category is analyzed. Those are defined as "Phrase of architectural appearance", which consists of "Single phrase", "Combination of two phrase" and "Combination of three phrase". Finally, "Description form of architectural appearance" and characteristic types of description are extracted.
The type for "Responding to condition" is a combination with condition and operation. This type is a passive description of architectural appearance. "Placing a high premium on spatial operation" is a type to explain physical way of construction because of the relation between operation and efficiency, without any mention of condition. The type for "Clarifying rationality of the relation between condition, operation and efficiency" is by combination of condition and operation, combination of operation and efficiency. In this type, there are a lot of combinations of condition and volume in "Phrase of architectural appearance" of condition and operation. Moreover, there are a lot of combinations of volume and externals in "Phrase of architectural appearance" of the operation and efficiency. The type for "Clarifying efficiency to condition" is a description to which all of condition, operation and effect are related. This is a design type where the efficiency corresponding to condition is confirmed. The "Phrase of architectural appearance" is compared and examined mutually, and the rhetoric expression caused by the combination of the phrase that composed the text is clarified. In the composition of text, there is following rhetoric expression such as "emphasizing the operation of the same form", "divided context", "bundled context", "divided and bundled context", "combination of main and assisted context", "double developed context" and "discovery of another efficiency". In this study as mentioned above, the text concerning architect's construction about housing appearance is analyzed as a composition of texts. Then, the description form and the rhetoric expression are found from presence and the relation of the phrase. These results mean not only the semantic content but also the composi- 
